
Barton Associates
Barton Associates needed a 
reseller who knew the most 
eff ective ways to leverage savings.

Barton Associates is a leading national healthcare staffi  ng company, specialising in the 

placement of physicians, nurse practitioners, dentists and CRNAs into a wide variety of 

specialities. Barton Associates met Strategic Blue at an Amazon Web Services (AWS) event, 

re:Invent and required the help of a cloud fi nancial specialist.

Challenge

With increasing cloud usage, Barton Associates 
was eager to learn about how they could save 
money across a number of AWS accounts. This 
required a reseller like Strategic Blue who 
understood the fi nancials of cloud and effi  cient 
ways to leverage savings.

With many ongoing projects, environments and 
AWS accounts, it was imperative that Barton 
Associates could track their accounts and usage 
clearly, understanding where money could be 
saved and how much. 

It can be very easy to lose track of cloud costs 
across a number of diff erent accounts.
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We met Barton 
Associates at 
AWS Re:Invent

We provided unique 
savings for Barton 
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We helped Barton 
Associates track their 
costs down to the penny



 Get more value from your cloud. Visit strategic-blue.com

Strategic Blue has fundamentally 

changed our approach to cost  

optimisation in Amazon Web  

Services. They supported us to 

standardise, simplify, and  

maximise our cloud operations.

Daniel Goldenberg, Director of 

IT Infrastructure, Barton Associates

Solution

Strategic Blue’s customer success team held 
meetings with Barton Associates to understand 
their usage, environments and created a  
proposal that ensured the most suitable savings 
for them. 

These savings are realised through committing 
to usage for a tailored period of time, through 
Strategic Blue in exchange for a discount.
 
Strategic Blue rolled out a customisable  
dashboard for Barton Associates, providing 
clarity and transparency of costs across different 
accounts within their infrastructure – down to 
the penny. 

This means that Barton Associates can now 
visualise their savings accumulated through  
Strategic Blue and helps them to plan for  
the future.

Results

As a result of the usage commitments, Barton 
Associates saved large amounts on their  
cloud bill in their first year as a Strategic  
Blue customer. 

Since then, Strategic Blue has used advanced 
finance techniques to continue to find further 
savings for Barton Associates and their tailored 
dashboard has enabled them to focus on future 
plans and changes for the company. The future 
of the relationship is about saving Barton  
Associates as much money on their cloud spend 
as possible, either through flexible commitments 
or technical recommendations.

Get more value from your cloud  
with Strategic Blue 

Cloud procurement and FinOps specialists focusing on three 

key areas which help you to:

Buy cloud your way Understand your cloud usage Optimise your cloud costs

Find out how much you could save! 

+44 203 872 2583
sales@strategic-blue.com


